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I. INTRODUCTIOF 

.any experts in t'!1.e field of physical education 

contend that certain types of physical activity stimulate 

the learning process. The research has been directed into 

many different areas of physical education. For example, 

studies to investigate muscular tension and the influence 

it exerts upon the efficiency to do a mental task or work. 

Another area of interest concerns the detrimental effects 

of rest pauses to performance of a mental task. Other 

studies reported the problem of methods of improvement, 

comparing mental practice to traditional physical practice. 

Progress has been made comparing the physically fit indi

vidual to an individual in poor physical condition on a 

ental task performance. 

The majority of the investigators' interests were 

in studying the relationship of exercise, physical fitness, 

or physical practice being conducive to the learning pro

cess. To substantiate the beliefs of the physical educator, 

studies and experiments using different combinations of 

time, physical activity, and mental task would aid in strength

ening the physical education position in education. 
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II. STATEUENT OF THE PROBLEJ.1 

The purpose of the study ,~s to determine the 

ffects of pxercise an~ relaxation on the ability to perform 

a simple mental tas~. This study specifically attempted to 

compare the effects of eXPTcise and relaxation upon the per

formance of a simple mental task by high school boys and 

girls. 

III. DEFINITION OF TERMS 

ental practice. The act of doing a physical act 

ntally, e.g., the imaginary dribbling of a basketball. 

Figure-letter association test. A test in which a 

figure represents a letter. The figure is ~iven and is 

associated with a l~tter in an e~ample or key. 

Relaxation. In this study, relaxation was the 

subjects sitting or standing, talking, and drinking a "coke
l

' 

in the stUdents' concession stanu. 

Exercise. In this study, exercise referred to the 

sub,iect t s treatmp.nt of walking up and down t'>10 flights of 

stairs repeatedly. 



CHAPTr.R II 

RFVIFW OF LITERATURE 

The Review of Literature has heen divided into four 

separate areas. The first area includes studies concerned 

with the influence of muscular exertion on the efficiency to 

o a mental task or ''1Ork. The s@"cond area (leals with the 

influence of mental ann physical practice in performing a 

physical task. ~ third area of research deals with the 

eff~cts of physical fitness on the ability of mental ner

formances. @ rourtb area includes studies concerned with 

thp. effects of exp.Tcise and relaxation on the ability to 

perform a simple ntal tas ..... 

Bills, in 1927, unnertook a study to determine 

whether increasen muscular tension exerts any influence 

upon the efficiency to do a mental task or work. In this 

study, tension was appliQQ as thp subjects were doing a 

ntal task. e SUOJ@cts in this study were nine advance 

college stunents. This group ~"qS composed of four women 

and five men. In conparing scorps Bills founn that muscular 

tension of the form and amounts used did increase the 

et"ficiency of mental task of the kinds tried. 1 

lA. G. Bills, "The Influence of Muscular Tens ion on 
the Efficiency of l-1ental ~.work," American Journal of PSy

chology, 38:227, 1927. 



In a later study by Zartman, the problem of exercise 

upon mental effort was attacked differently than Bills. 

Zartman employ ~1gntepn unlversity students to act as sub

ects. This group included twelve women- and six men. Zartman 

and Bills used the same type problem-solving, but here is 

ere their studips differed. Zartmen Hanted to use something 

less distracting than the dynamometer employed by Bills. H 

concluded most 0 e subjects drove automobiles. A device 

simulating the bra peaal on an automobile was used instead 

of the dynam tpr. It was found that increasing the tension 

of the rilZht g oes not in itsplf definitely increase the 

efficiency of O.LV g ithmet1cal prohl •
2 

Kimble a Bilodeau attacked another area of the 

proolem of t pnysical facilitating th ental. They in

vestigated th 11 that during rest nauses there occurs s 

recovery from the effects of practice which are detrimental 

to performance of simple work. Results of their study indi

cates that if the lp,ngth of work period was held constant, 

performance of simple wer ay be increased by lengthening 

Influence of an 
ncy," Journal 
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the rest period. With the period constant and the length of 

work time increased, thp output significantly decreased.3 

Twining, in lQ4Q, conducted experiments in the area 

of physical pTactic~, ntal practice, and subjects receiv

ing no practice. The subjects wp.re thirty-six colle~e ~en. 

Using random selection Twining divided them into three groups 

of twelve each. The study covered twenty-one days. The data 

athered indicated an improvement in all the group. The 

practice in this study was ring tossing. The group receiving 

ysic::\l practice improved their score on ring tossing 137 

per cent from the start of the experiment until its terMin

ation. The t-ratio of this group was 6.44 which was highly 

si~n1ficant at the .01 level of confidence. The group 

receiving m~ntal practic roved their score 36 per cent. 

TlJe t-ratio of this eroup was 3.80 which ,.,as a significa.nt 

i~provement at the .01 Ipvel of confidence. The third group 

receiving neither physical or mental practice had at-ratio 

of .083 which was not significant.4 

3Gregory A. Kimble and Edward A. Bilodeau, "ll/ork and 
Rest as Variablf!s in Cyclical Motor Learning," Journal of 
Experimental Psychology, 3q :150, April, 1949. 

4,11. E. Twining, "Mental Practice and Physical Prac
tice in Learning a Hotor Skill," Research Quarterly, 20:432, 
October, 1949. 
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Another study to determin ental-physical learning 

was conducted by Start. irty-five, twelve year old boys 

re tested to detprmine their accuracy at the basketball 

rarm free throw. Between the first and second test the 

sUbjects were given nine periods of five minutes duration of 

mental or physical practice, depending on the ~roup assign

ment. The significant gain obtained could not be related to 

the initial score for either group.' 

Clark, employing one hundred and forty-four hi~h 

school boys, conducted a study concernin~ mental practice 

as compared to ph~rsical practice, and their effectiveness in 

learnin£ or neveloping a motor skill. All of the boys were 

allowed five basketball free throws to loosen up their arms 

and shoulders. They were then given twenty-five test basket

ball free throws. The number made and missed was recorded 

for use at the end of t study. The physical practice 

group continued this procedure for fourteen days. The mental 

practice ~oup received no further instructions for fourteen 

days. The physical practice group improved ~+ per cent from 

the initial test to the final test. The mental practice 

group improved 26 pp.r cent from the initial test to the final 

5K• B. Start, 'IRelation Between Intelligence and the 
Effect of Mental Practice on th~ Performance of a Motor 
Skill, 'I Research Quarterly, 31 :641+, December, 1960. 
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test. oth groups made highly significant gains. The phys

ical practice pToup had a t-test score of lO.? at the .01 

level of confidence ann the mental practice group had a t

test score of 7.7 at the .01 level of confidence.6 

Silla, in a two year study in Russia, brought in 

another area experiment. Using students at the Tallinsh 

School Boardin~ Hous~, Silla conductp-d experiments to study 

the physically fit student's effects on a mental task as 

compared to thos~ students categorized not as physically fit. 

The mental ability of the students was determined before the 

study began. The students were teste'i during the study and 

at its end. At the end of the study Silla concluded that 

pupils who were physically fit did much better at a mental 

test than those students not as physically fit. 7 

In studies conducted in 1964, Hart, using sixty 

sophomore women at Sprin~field College, concluded that 

physical fitness is not a ~enera1 predictor of academic 

6L• Verde11e Clark, "Effect of Nental Practice on 
the Development of a Certain Motor Skill," Research Quar
terly, 31:560, December, 1960. 

7R• B. 8illa, "The Influence of Systematic Physical 
Education on the Mental Work Efficiency of Children," Theory 

nd Practice Qf Physical Culture, 1:49-52, lq63. 
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success. It is, however, high enough to be considered as a 

necessary factor for the improvement of academic index in 

the general education of students.8 

Gutin, using fifty-five male college students as 

subjects, found no difference in an exercise group and a 

control group to perform a complex mental task. He found, 

however, a si~nificant relationship existed between the 

degree of fitness improv~m~nt and the degree of mental task 

impro'\!ement. The study las ten twelve weeks. 9 

McAdam and Stoppel conducted experiments more closely 

related to thp stated problem. A large number of sev~nth and 

eighth grade ~irls an~ hoys re used as subjects. These 

subjects were divided into four groups: (1) exercise, (2) 

rest, (3) i diate retest, and (4) classroom instruction. 

All subjects were test~d at the same time. After the treat

ments mentione\.4, subjPcts were retested. The conclu

8Marcia E. Hart and Clayton T. Shay, "Relationship 
on Mental Abili y Follm.,ing Physical and Mental Stress," 
Research Quart l~, 1~:443-445, May, 1964. 

9Bernard Out in , "Effect of Incrpase in Physical 
Fitness on Mental Ability Following Physical and Mental 
Stress," Research Quarterly, 37:211-220, May, 1966. 
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sion of the experiment was that no significant difference 

between the groups waS established. lO 

McAdam and Wang, using a very similar study as McAdam 

and Stoppel, had diffp.Tent results. In this study it was 

established that there was a ~radually increasing separation 

of perfoTmance in the mental task in favor of: (1) exercise 

roups and (2) the Test group over the other two groups. 

All four groups starten at the same speed, hut the thirty 

second plotting of scores showed more improvement in the 

xercise group an1 rest ~oup than the other grouDs. ll 

A stuny was made by Giese, McAdam, Milton, and Wang 

to determine to what extent a sin~l~ exposure to exeTcise 

would modify the peTfoTmance of male college students in a 

paper and pencil symbol substitution type task. The sub

jects were four hundre~ and twenty-seven male college stu

dents select at random within the physical education 

service classes ann signat to one of four groups. The 

~roups were exerclse, rest, classroom instruction, and 

lUf{obert MCAdam ann David Stoppel, "The Role of 
Exercise in the PerforMance of a Simple Mental Task," 
(Universitv of Minnesota, lq64), p. 1, (Mimeo~raphed.) 

llRobert McAdaM and Peter "lang, "The Role of Ex
ercise in the Perfor~ance of a Simple Mental Task in Adult 
Males," (University of Ninnesota, 1964), pp. 1-7, (Mimeo
graphed. ) 
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immertiate retest. Th~ groups wer~ given five minute tests 

and ten minute tr~atments. Results show no significant dif

ference between exercise and other treatment ~roups in the 

fifteen minute perf0rmance of a simple mental task. A trend 

for the exercise group to rank high among the treatments in 

performance of the task, the per cent of subjects making 

errors, and the delay in the t when maximum errors were 

made, was true at the two schools where the study was made.12 

The previous studies have used several approaches to 

the question: Can physical exprcise help facilitate learning? 

This study was desi?n~d to help answer this question. This 

stUdy will add to the knowledge in tbe areas of age groups, 

treatment, and ti~e periods. 

Relation of thp study 1Q the research. From the 

literature reviewen relatin~ to this study, two ideas have 

been studied and tested. First, physical fitness effects 

the ability to perform a mental task. Second, physical 

activity before the performance of a mental task facilitates 

the performance of that taslc. This investigator hoped to 

substantia the second idea. 

l2peter Wang, C~orge Milton, Robert McAdam, and 
David Giese, "Exercise ann. Performance of a Simple Mental 
Task." (University of Ninnesota, lQ66, pp. 1-14, (Study 
Number 3), (MiMeographed.) 



CHAPTF.R III 

PROCEDURES 

I. GENERAL OVERVIEW 

The purposP. of this study was to determine the 

effects of ex~rcise and relaxation on the ability to per

form a simple mental task. In this study, using a simple 

pencil ann paper fi~re-letter association test, this inves

tigator test~n and retp.sted all subjects enrolled in his 

assigned classes at the Parsons, Kansas High School. 

The suhjects were divided into three groups by the 

mp.thod of card shuffling. F..ach sUb.1ect's name was printed 

on a three-by-five note card. The caras were shuffled with 

the names of the subjects down so they couln not be seen by 

the investigator and dealt into three separate stacks. The 

first stack hecame Group I or retest group, the second stack 

became Group II or exercise group, and the third stack became 

Group III or relaxation group. This procedure was followed 

in each of thp inv~stivator's five classes. Each of the five 

classes contained a segmp.nt of th~ total of each group. In 

the fore~oing procedure, complete randomization was used. 

~o discrimination because of sex, race, or class was employed. 
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I I. SUB JECTS 

This study involved all students enrolled in th 

inv~stigator's classes at Parsons, Kansas High School The 

assi~n~d classps includen two classp.s of American History, 

one class of American rmvernment, oD!class of Economics, 

and one class of Sociology. 

Fifty-tHO ~irls took part in this study. Four of 

th~ girls weTe Ne~oes, the other forty-eight were Caucasian. 

Of these fifty-tyro ~irls, twelve '-Jere in Group I or ret~st 

group, twenty wer~ in Group II or exercise group, and twenty 

were in Group III or relaxation group. Group I had eight 

junior girls and fOUT senior girls. Group II had seventeen 

junior girls and three senior girls. Group III had fourteen 

~unior girls and six senior girls. The junior girls' and 

boys' a~es ranged from sixteen to seventeen and the senior 

girls' and boys' from seventeen to eighteen. 

Forty-nine boys took part in the study. Seven of 

the boys were Negroes, th~ r~mainder were Caucasian. Of the 

forty-nine boys, twenty-one were in Group I, fifteen were in 

Group II, and th1rte~n were in Group III. Group I included 

eleven junior boys ann t~n senior boys. Group II contained 

i£.rht ,junior boys anf' SE=>ven senior boys. Group II I contained 

seven junior boys and six senior boys. 
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On the nay of th~ experiment the subjects wore their 

regular school clothes. From the time the subjects were 

seated when th~y first enteren th~ room until the test book

lets were collected by the inv~sti~ator after the final test, 

twenty-four minutes ~lapsed. This included five minutes to 

hand out test booklets an~ give instructions, five minutes 

for the initial test, a on~ minute time period between the 

initial test and treatment, a five minute tr~atment, a one 

minute time period het~~en treatment and final test, a five 

minute final test, and a two minute time period to complete 

the information and collect the test booklets. All subjects 

were tested the sam~ day but at different time periods; that 

is, at the time the subjects sch~dule called for the inves

tigator's class. The investigator had the assistance of 

two persons desi~nated in advance of the testing progTam. 

III. TfSTING PROC~UnLV 

The day before the experiment took place, the sub

jects were oriented about the purpose of, and the proc~dures 

to follow on the test. The subjects were told about the 

treatments and the relationship between the treatment and 

perrormance. The subjects were also given their group assign

ments. Thp subjects were instructed to bring a pencil or pen 

to class with them on the testing day • 

..
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On th~ day of testing, after the subjects entered 

the room and were seat~d, all subjects were given a test 

booklet consistin~ of th~ t~st and answer sheet. The sub

j~cts were instructed to fill in the information on the 

answer sheet and not to proceed with th~ test until instruc

ted. The information consisted of the subject's name, class, 

class period, identification number, and group assignment. 

The procedures to follow ~uring the initial test, tr~atment 

period, and final tpst were again ~iven. 

On the command "start,1l the subjects opened their 

test booklets an~ he~an putting the appropriate letter in a 

space provided under each fi~re. The figure-letter associ

ations or combinations were given at the top of each page of 

the tes t booklet. (See a ndix for sample of the test.) 

At thirty second intervals, the cOl!lT!land "mark" was 

given by the investi~ator. At this command, the subjects 

placed alar mark (/) oURn the figure where they were 

at that t1' • ThPy then proceeded with the test. This pro

cedure was followed throuphout the initial ann final test. 

At the end of th~ five minute time period, the command 

"stopll was given. The subjects closed the test booklets 

and placed the tests an~ answer sheets under their desks. 

ith this the first phas~ of the experiment was terminated. 
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The subj~cts were giv~n a one-minute time period 

between the initial t~st and their treatment. In this time 

period Group I or ret~st group pTepar~d to take the final 

test. New test booklets were given to each subject in Group 

I. Again th~ subjects completed the information requested 

on the front pa~e, after which the final test was administered 

exactly as the initial test. 

Group II or ~xercise ~roup left the room with an 

assistant of the inv~sti~ator and proceeded to the stairs 

leading to the s~cond floor of the high school. The stairs 

were located at th~ north end of the north-south hall, approx

imately seventy feet from the t~sting room. 

The exercise for Group II consisted of walking up 

and down two flights of stairs repeatedly. The first flight 

of stairs contained fourteen steps. The subjects took two 

or three stens on th~ landing, then up the second flight of 

stairs which containen eight steps. The subjects walked up 

and down the stairs in pairs, one pair follovTing the other. 

As soon as the last nair reached the top of the stairs, they 

would turn around and start ~own. As soon as the last pair 

reached the bottom, they would turn arou~d and start up the 

stairs again. This procedure of stair-climbing was main

tained for th~ allowed five minutes of treatment time. The 
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five classes averagpd nine trips up and nO'Ym the stail·s. At 

the end of the five ~inute treatment, the group returnen to 

the testing room for th~ir final test. 

Group III or relaxation group left the room after 

the initial test with an assistant of the investigator. They 

proceeded to the concession stand which is located approxi

mately fifty fpet east of the testing room in the east-west 

hall. At the conc(lassion stann the subjects were p.iven a 

"coke" and p-'iven permission to sit or stand, ann talk. The 

assistant ha~ th~ refreshment ready for the subjects. The 

assistant renainpd with the group to insure their relaxa

tion. At the enr't of the five minut~ relaxation period., the 

subjects were returned to th~ testing room for their final 

tE"st. 

When the subj~cts re-entered the testing room they 

were given a new test booklet. The final test was given 

using the sam~ procedures as on the initial test. The 

initial and final tests ,,,ere the same test. Because of the 

time needed for th~ subjects to return from their treatment, 

they waited until a~t~r the final test to complete the infor

mation requested on the answer sheet. After all information 

was filled in, all test hooklets werp collected by the inves

ti~ator and one assistant, and regular class was then con

tinued. 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The data in this study was the corrpcted mean scores, 

~rror mean scores on thp initial and final tests, and th 

ifference or gain between the two tests. The corrected 

mean scores an~ error mean scores of each group was analvze 

to determin~ any sipnlficant rtiffprences in the groups. 



CHAPTER IV 

ATJALYSIS OF DATA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There were two statistical analysis co~puted in the 

studying of th~ effect of various treatments upon the suc

cess of high school stud~nts to do a simple rlJ.ental task. 

These statistical methods were (1) the si£nificance of the 

difference between corrplated rn~ans and (2) analysis of 

variance. 

II. A~ALYSIS OF THR INITIAL TEST 

One of th~ major variables in the success of any 

research d~sign is thp proceduT~ in which the subjects were 

selected, categoriz~~, an~ finally ~ouped. Such is the 

case in the present study. The investigator knew of the 

importance placed upon the ~rouping of subjects as past 

research pointpd out. The n~ed for strict adherence to 

random groupin~ has heen noted; therefore, complete random

ization of subjpcts into th~ various groups was used. 

For illustration purposes the success of the random 

sample procenure of the study can best be demonstrated by 
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the mean score of corrpct resnonses and the Mean of the 

errors made by ch groun on the initial test. 

Group I or the immen1at~ retest group ha~ a correct 

mean score of 78.97 ann an ~rror mean score of 1.85. Group 

II or the ex~rcise group had a correct mean scor~ of 82.19 

and an error mean score of 1.R3. Group III or the relaxa

tion group had a corr~ct mean score of 83.35 and an error 

mean score of 2.68. Table I shm.,s these results clearly. 

TABLE I
 

T CORRF:CT HEAN SCORES
 OR HEAN SCORES 

OF ALL GROUPS ON INITIAL TEST 

Group fIT Bean MeaI1--
Corrected Error 

Score 

Group I 33 78.97 1.85 
(Retest) 

Group II 35 82.19 1.83 
(Exercise) 

Group III 33 83.35 2.68 
(Relaxation 

It is to be noted that Group I or ret~st grOUn had 

an initial corrpcted mean score of 78.97 which was consider
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ably lower than Groups II and III. Yet this observed dif

ference did not result in a significant statistical differ

ence when the scor~s were subjectpn to analysis of variance. 

The results of the analysis of variance concerned with the 

correct scorps of the three groups can be not~d in Table II. 

TABLE II
 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR INITIAL TEST SCORES
 

OF A STI1P MENTAL TEST
 

Source of 
variance. 

Sum of 
Squares 

df Hean 
Square 

F P 

Among 

va thin 

351 

27822 

2 

98 

175 

27'5 

.63 

o'ta1 28171 100 

F needed for significance at .05 =3.0 

.01 =4.82 

Anoth sli~ht aifferenc tween the groups in terms 

of thp. initial test rformance is noted by the total number 

of errors made by Grollp III or relaxation group. The mean 

score for this re1a~atlon group was 2.68, which is slightly 

hi2her than the other two ~roups. Again this difference was 
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not statistically si~nificant when the figures were subjected 

to analysis of variance. Table III illustrates the results 

of the analysis of variance for mistakes on the initial test. 

TABLE III
 

ANALYSIS OF VARIAN FOR INITIAL TEST ERRORS
 

ON A STI1PLE NENTAL TASK
 

Source of Sum of df l-Iean F P 
variance Squares Sauare 

- 
Among 15 2 7 1.39 

Within 576 98 5 

Total 591 100 

F needed for significance at .05 =3.09 

.nl =4.82 

III. THE SIGnIFICANCE OF Al'J GAIN 

FOR ALL GROL~S IN THIS JTAL TASK 

To establish the significance of the mean gains in 

the mental task, t-tests re computed, comparing the initial 

and final correctea scores for each of the thre~ groups. In 

order to reach a significance, a t of 2.00 was necessary for 

the .05 level of probahiltty, and a t of 2.65 was reouired 
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to be significant at the .01 level of probability. From 

Table IV it can b~ se~n that a significant t ratio was 

obtain for all groups. This significant gain by all groups 

indicates some learning and/or improved performance of the 

test matter did occur, mlt yet a difference can be noted 

tween the mean scores of both initial and final test 

scores. This difference is in favor of the exercise and 

relaxation groups. Hhat this difference is in terms of 

importance to this study will be discussed later in Chapter 

V. 

TABLE IV
 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BET\oJEEN THE INITIAL AND
 

FINAL CORRECT SCORES ON A SD,WLE 11ENTAL TASK
 

Group N Initial 
an 

Final 
mean 

Hean 
difference 

1 p 

Group I 33 
(Retest) 

Group II 35 
(ExArcise) 

Group III 33 
(Relaxation) 

78.97 

82.lq 

83.35 

1()().26 

108.76 

109.00 

21.29 

26.59 

25.65 

4.46 

6.24 

6.14 

.01 

• ()1 

.01 

-t necessary
,. 

for si~nificance at .n5 = 2.00 

.01 = 2.65' 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS MADB ON FINAL TEST 

One of the purposes of the present study was to in

vestigate the ef~~cts of various treatments upon the accur

acy or performance on a si~ple mental task. By using the 

results of mistak~s ma~e by each group, hopefully the 

inv~stigator wouln ~ain insight into this area of concern. 

Although it was pointeo out early in this study that 

a sltght dif.f~rence did ~xist between the groups initially, 

this difference was not significant. This difference was 

both in correctAd scores ann errors. 

In the present study the diff~r~nt treatment and 

their effects upon th~ accuracy p~rformance followed the 

results reported in previous research in this area of human 

hehavior. l l Group III or relaxation group had the largest 

mean error sco~e of ~.OO for the final test, followed by 

Group I or the retest group with a 2.32 m~an error score. 

In terms of accuracy p~rformance, Group II or the exercise 

proup compiled th~ hpst mean error score of 1.89. 

en thp t-test for significance ,,,as applied to each 

individual eroup ror i~provem~nt between the initial and 

13McAdam, lac. cit. 
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final test, th~re was no significance between these t~sts. 

Table V illustrates th~se mean error scores and the initial 

and final t"'st. 

TABLE V 

TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE BET N INITIAL 

A1m FINAL ERROR SCORE FOR ALL GROUPS 

,Group U Initial 
mean 

Final 
mean 

Hean 
difference 

.t '1' 

Group I 33 
(Retest) 

Group II 35 
(Exercise) 

Group III 33 
(Relaxation) 

1.85 

1.83 

2.6R 

2.32 

1.89 

3.()() 

.47 

.06 

.32 

1.26 

.12 

.28 

t necessary for sip.nificance at	 .05 =2.00 

.rn = 2.65 

V. ANALYS IS OF VAR IA F Dll""FERENCE BET1>JEEN
 

INITIAL A FINAL CORP~CTED SCORES
 

The statistical procedure of analysis of variance was 

mployed to 1et~r e if th~re was a significance between 

the three groups in terms of gains ma~e on the simple mental 

task. To show that differences do exist between the groups, 
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a significant F must result from the statistical computa

tions. When the statistical computations were made, a non

significant F of 1.44 resulted. To be significant at the 

.01 level, a 3. 0Q was necessary. Therefore, the 3.09 was 

too high for the F of l.~+. The non-significant F indicates 

that differenc~s did not exist between the groups in lar~ 

nough portions to result in a significant F. Table VI 

illustrates the analysis o£ variance results. 

TARLE VI
 

ANALYSIS OF VAP IANCE FOR ALL GRaup I S MEAN (fA INS
 

OF DIFFERENCE ON A SIMPLE MENTAL TASK 

pSource of Sum of df Mean F 
variance Squares Square 

Among "3,6 2 178 1.44 

111i thin 12510 98 123 

Total 12866 100 301 

F needed for si2ni£icance at .05 = 3.09 

.01 =4.82 



CHAPTER V 

SUMHARY 

The purpose of the study ''las to determine the 

effects of exercise ann relaxation on the ability to per

orm a simple mental task. Specifically, this study 

attempted to compare the effects of exercise and relaxation 

upon 'the performance of a simple '"'1ental task by high school 

girls and boys. 

The one hundr~n and one subjects werfl! divided into 

three groups. Group I was the retest group, Group II was 

the exercise £roup, and Group III was the relaxation group. 

These groups werp giv~n a simple fi~ure-letter association 

test of five ~inutes nuration. After a one minute time 

per iod_ Group I was piv~n a final tes t. 

Groun II, after the initial test ann a one ~inute 

time neriod, ~ms £iv~n a treatment of exercise. The exer

cise consisted of walkin£ un and nown two flights of stairs, 

which contained twenty-two steps, r~peatedly. After th 

five minute tr@atment Groun II rpturned to the testing room 

for the final test. 

Group III, after the initial test and a one minute 

time period, was given a five minute relaxation period. The 
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relaxation consisted of sittine or standing, talking, and 

drinking a "coke." After the relaxation period Group III 

returned to tht!'! tes ting room for th~ final t~s t. 'I'h.e initial 

ann final tests for all groups were the same test, and the 

same procedures "ler~ follmolf'!d on both tests. 

There wertr! t"ro statistical analysis computed in thf'! 

study of the effp-ct of various treatments upon the success 

of hip,h school stunents to do a simple m~ntal task. These 

statistical methods Wf'!re (1) the significance of the dif

ference b~t\reen correlated means ann (2) analysis of vari 

ance. 

\tlithin t~e limits of this study th~ findings are: 

1. All ~roups i~proved significantly at the .01 

level of confidence hetween the initial and final tests. 

2. The group receiving the tr~atment of exercise 

made the greatest gains. The diffArence in the gain be

tween groups was not sien1ficant. 

3. There was no significant difference between
 

roups on the improvement made.
 

4. All groutls sho'"en an increase in errors between
 

,he initial and final ttl'S ts.
 

5. The group Tf'!ceiving the treatment of exercise 

made the fewest errors on th~ final test. 
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6. The 0iff~rence in error mean scores of the groups 

was not significant. 

The correct~d mean scores of ""ach group on the 

initial t~st indicated th~ ~ethod of random selection em

ployed by the investigator was appropriate. The difference 

came on the final test after the various treatments. This 

diff~rence was in favor of the exercise group over the other 

two groups. 

The conclusions of this study are as follows: 

1. r~nerally speaking, a cprtain amount of learning 

occurs from the initial to final test which aids in perform

ance. 

2. Regardl~ss of types of treatment, all groups will 

demonstrate significant 1mprovem~nt. 

3. Generally speaking, exercise treatment will cause 

reater improvements in performance than other types of 

reatments. 

4. nerall. aKing, exercise treatment groups 

will havp. fewer ~rrors than groups with other types of treat-

mente 

These conclusions coincide ",ith conclusions of Hang, 

Milton, McAdam, and Giese. 14 

14Wang, loc. cit. 
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In the studies bv the mentioned investigators, the 

results were urimarily the same as in this study. No sig

nificant differ~nces v~r~ found between groups, but a trend 

for the exercis~ group to rank high among the groups in 

performance of th~ mental task, and lowest in the per cent 

of subjects makinR prrors. Th~ subjects used in the studies 

mentioned ranged from seventh and eighth grade girls and 

boys to co11egp. men. This is not enou~h evidence to make a 

positive statement in favor of the exercise treatment, but 

a trend has bpen d~v~lop~d by othpr investigators and the 

trend showed in this study. 

It is the reCOMmendation of this investigator that 

further studies be made usin~ subjects of different ages, 

grades, socia1-econo~ic backgrounds, and Mental ability. 

It is also r~co~ended that different, mild, sweat-producing 

exercis~s be employed for investigation. The type of mental 

tas1~ should vary from the simple figure-letter association 

test to simnle math proh1ems. The mental task should be so 

designed that no subject be put at a disadvantage with other 

subjects. If this is non~ the question of why the trend of 

hest performance is in favor of the exercise group might be 

answered. 
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